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[Jérémie Reinier, Marie-Paule Bertrand,]{} [**Historical Rewritings, Indiscernible Exceptions and the Distribution of the
Bicentenary\ **]{} [**Abstract.**]{} This article presents a result on historical rewritings, and provides a full account of the
general notion of indiscernible exception. The article first develops a general framework and a specific notion of indiscernible
exception. Then it applies these notions to the case of rewritings. Finally it generalizes the result to rewritings in any context.

The content of the article is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation, which is publicly available on the Internet.
[**Keywords.**]{} Rewriting logic, modal logic, indiscernible exceptions, Kripke structures, history of modal logic.
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[**MSC:**]{} 03E45, 03G05, 03G15 [**JEL Classification:**]{} D03, D12 Introduction {#section:introduction}
============ There are two accounts of the history of logic, which is usually divided into classical logic and non-classical

logic. The first one was developed by Frege (see e.g. [@frege1884], [@frege1891]), the second by Russell (see e.g.
[@russell1903]). In a sense, this distinction is very old, as it is at the basis of the first-order –theory of truth– contrast between

Frege and Russell, which was expressed as a conflict about the proper theory of the logical constants (see [@yablo1996],
[@yablo1998]). This theory of truth was a piece of the Kripke semantics, which had its beginnings in [@kripke1971]. We refer
to [@kripke1970], [@kripke1975], [@kripke1977] for a presentation of the development of Kripke semantics in the 1960s, and

to [@kripke2011] for a more recent 82157476af
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